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Heuristic Solutions for Loading In
Flexible Manufacturing Systems
Bharatendu Srivastava and Wun-Hwa Chen

Abstract-Production planning in flexible manufacturing system deals with the efficient organization of the production resources in order to meet a given production schedule. It is a
complex problem and typically leads to several hierarchical subproblems that need to be solved sequentially or simultaneously.
Loading is one of the planning subproblems that has to addressed.
It involves assigning the necessary operations and tools among the
various machines in some optimal fashion to achieve the production of all selected part types. In this paper, we first formulate the
loading problem as a 0-1 mixed integer program and then propose
heuristic procedures based on Lagrangian relaxation and tabu
search to solve the problem. Computational results are presented
for all the algorithms and finally, conclusions drawn based on
the results are discussed.
1. INTRODUCTION

FLEXIBLE manufacturing system (FMS) is an integrated manufacturing facility that consists of a group
of workstations linked with an automated material handling
system to move the parts and working under the direction of
a central c6mputer. Many automation concepts and modern
technologies are incorporated into the system, such as numerically control (NC) machine tools, computer numerically
control (CNC) machine tools, and direct numerically control
(DNC) machine tools, robots, automated material handling
system and automated inspection using vision systems or
pressure-sensitive sensors. Currently, FMS's exist in a variety
of configurations, degree of complexity, and in a wide range
of capacities (for a classification of FMS see [31 D. They are
capable of producing a variety of parts at varying production
rates, batch sizes, and product mix. Although they are used
for producing parts as diverse as small precision components
used in instrumentation to very large structural components for
construction equipment, yet their main applications have been
in metal cutting, forming, and assembly operations for small
to mid-volume batch production in automobiles, electrical
equipment, machinery, and aerospace industries [33]. Some
of the new FMS' s consist of very versatile machines having a
high degree of reliability and can be run unattended [23]. To
date, hundreds of these systems have been installed all over the
world. An FMS has the potential to offer several strategic and
operational benefits over conventional manufacturing systems
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(such as reduction in manufacturing lead times, and an ability
to respond quickly and effectively to disturbances in the
production system or changes in the marketplace). However,
its efficient management requires solution to complex and
difficult production planning problems. In this paper, we focus
on loading one of the problems in production planning fOf
FMS.
Production planning in FMS's is concerned with the Ofganization of production resources to satisfy a given master
production schedule. The objective of this activity is to develop
an acceptable cost effective feasible production plan over the
planning horizon. Due to the size and complexity of most
realistic FMS planning problems and its related computational
difficulties, the planning problem is generally decomposed
hierarchically into several smaller and tractable problems.
Decisions made at the higher levels in the decomposition
schemes have significant impact on lower level decisions, in
the sense that they limit the range and scope of the lower level
decisions. One of the most comprehensive and extensively
cited decomposition of the FMS planning problem was given
by Stecke [41], in which she suggested the following five
subproblems: i) part type selection which determines a subset
from the set of part types having production requirements for
immediate and simultaneous processing, ii) machine grouping
which partitions the set of machines so that each machine in
a particular group can perform the same set of operations,
iii) production ratio which determines the relative proportions
in which selected part types will be produced, iv) resource
allocation which allocates the limited number of pallets and
fixtures of each fixture type to the selected part types, and
v) loading which allocates operations and required tools for
the selected part types among the machine groups subject to
technological and capacity constraints of the FMS. Jaikumar
and Van Wassenhove [23] proposed a three-level hierarchy
with the top level selecting the part types and the associated
production quantities, the next level assigns the selected part
types and the available tools among the various machines
with the last level dealing with the part-machine scheduling.

There have been other hierarchical decomposition schemes
also, such as those proposed by Kusiak [28], Buzacott [6],
and Van Looveren, Gelders, and Van Wassenhove [45]. Even
though these decomposition schemes are different, yet they
share many similarities. Generally, the subproblems generated
from such a hierarchical decomposition scheme are solved
either simultaneously or sequentially or in an iterative manner.
Further, the interdependency between the subproblems must
be maintained throughout or it can lead to infeasibilities at
a later stage. The focus of this paper is to address one of
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the planning subproblems, namely the loading problem and to
develop efficient solution approaches for solving it. Loading
in FMS is considered to be one of the most important planning
subproblems [30], [28] for which efficient algorithms are
needed [43].
The loading problem consists of assigning the various
operations and tools among the various machines, to achieve
the production of all selected parts according to one or more
objective and subject to certain limitations. It specifies the
specific tools to be loaded in each machine's tool magazine and
the machines to which the operations should be routed. The
exploitation of the inherent flexibility of the manufacturing
system in terms of operation assignment is crucial to the
achievement of a good utilization of resources. In this regard,
several important attributes and limitations of a FMS need
to be considered in developing an effective loading strategy.
Included in this list are the major characteristics of the manufacturing system such as an ability to process an operation
on any of the several available machines, operations could
then require different processing time and cutting tools on
different machines, tools could also be shared amongst the
different operations, limited capacity of the tool magazines,
the availability of the number of copies of cutting tools, and
the amount of processing time available at each machine
[43]. The tool magazine capacity limits the number of tools
that can be loaded on the machine. It can also constrain
the number of different tool types that can be loaded, since
certain tool types often need specific slot positions. Moreover,
there are situations where the actual number of tool slots
occupied by certain tools depends on the actual placement of
the tools in the magazine. Complicating the situation further
is the multicriteria nature of this problem, and in the past
several objectives have been suggested by many researchers
[28], [41], [43] such as minimize the part movement between
various machines, balance the workload among the machines,
minimize production costs, duplicate some operations, and
maximize system throughput. Thus, loading in FMS is a
difficult problem to solve as the above description of the
problem leads to a nonlinear optimization problem [41], which
is difficult to solve to optimality even for a reasonably sized
practical problem. Hence, a complete and precise formulation
of this problem is most likely to be computationally complex.
However, in practice tool magazine capacities and available
processing times are considered to be the most important
constraints [27], while balancing the workload and maximizing
the throughput are often the desired objectives [39].
Loading in FMS's has been considered by several researchers in the past (for example see [5], [27], [28], [36],
[41]) who have proposed different models and methods for
various configurations of FMS production systems. Stecke [411
formulated the loading problem as a nonlinear integer program,
which was solved using linearization methods. For the same
formulation, a branch and bound solution approach was given
by Ben'ada and Stecke [5], and a two-stage branch and
backtrack procedure was suggested in [39], based on the approach outlined in [5], A bicriterion objective of balancing the
workloads among the machines and meeting the job due dates
for a random FMS was considered in [38]. Stecke and Talbot
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[43] developed several heuristic procedures based on some
of the well known approximate algorithms for the bin packing
problem. Kouvelis and Lee [27] avoid nonlinearity (due to tool
magazine capacity) in their model, by appropriately defining
the "operations" and "tool types" and reformulate the problem
to develop an efficient branch and bound algorithm which
exploits the block angular structure of the reformulated model.
Kusiak [28] developed four different loading formulations on
the assumption that tools are not shared among the operations (thereby avoiding the nonlinear tool magazine capacity
constraint) and showed the relationship of these models to
two of the well-known problems, the generalized assignment
and the transportation problem. Machining cost resulting from
various tool-machine combinations was considered by Sarin
and' Chen [37] in their 0-1 integer programming formulation. However, their model becomes difficult to solve as
the problem size increases. Kim and Yano [24] view the
loading problem as a two-dimensional bin packing problem
(tool slots and processing time) and/or scheduling tasks on
uniform processors (processors having different speeds, but the
speed is independent of the task under execution) to minimize
makespan. Savings due to tool commonality were explicitly
considered in their algorithms. It is important to mention that in
the past, many researchers have integrated the loading problem
with other planning subproblems such as part type selection
[7], [35], [30], machine grouping [42], tool allocation [37], and
scheduling. Liang and Dutta [30] considered the part selection,
loading and tool configuration for a class of FMS's with no
tool transportation mechanism. They proposed a sequentialbicriteria approach involving Lagrangian heuristic.
In this paper, we present a Lagrangian relaxation based
heuristic and two tabu search based heuristics as solution
techniques for the loading problem. The paper is organized
as follows. In Section II, the mathematical formulation of the
loading problem is presented, Section III describes the three
solution procedures developed to solve the problem. In Section
IV, we present the computational results, and finally some
concluding remarks are given in Section V.
II. LOADING PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we present a 0-1 mixed integer program
formulation of the loading problem, which minimizes the
makespan, the maximum completion time of all operations
(i.e., the processing time on the most heavily loaded machine
type). We first give a description of the manufacturing facility
considered and then state and justify the assumptions behind
the mathematical formulation.
The FMS production facility considered here consists of a
set of machine types denoted by the set J, capable of performing all the different operations in the set I, which need to be
carried out for the selected part types scheduled for production
in the upcoming period of the planning horizon. Each machine
type j E J consists of one or more identical machines.
Further, each machine within a machine type has a known
tool slot capacity of its tool magazine denoted by bj. We also
assume that machines within a machine type are identically
tooled so that they can individually perform the same set of
operations. Therefore, only one machine of each type needs to
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be considered for the number of tool slots needed to load the
necessary tools in its tool magazine to carry out an operation. It
is important to note that identical machines can be partitioned
into several machine types and then loaded with different set
of tools. For example, there are FMS's that consists of all
general purpose machines where the functionality of a machine
is determined solely by the set of tools loaded in their tool
magazine. Hwan and Shogan [21] have considered such an
FMS in the context of part type selection problem. For each operation i E I, there is a set of machine types J i C J, capable of
performing operation i, and there is a corresponding set of operations I j C I, that machine type j can perform. An operation
i E I can be performed on any of the several alternative machines types j E J i with varying degree of efficiency measured
in terms of processing time tij, and different cutting tools and
therefore, the number of tool slots aij needed. Further, the
processing time requirement tij, takes into consideration the
number of machines within each machine type (split equally
among them). This is because of the following fact, processing
time for an operation is computed by multiplying the unit
operation processing time of. the selected part type on the
machine type with the associated number of units of that part
type scheduled for production in that batch. Thus, splitting the
operation time equally amongst the machines within a machine
type amounts to dividing the number of units of the selected
part type equally amongst the available machines. If for some
technical or other reason, the processing of an operation cannot
be split amongst the different machines of a machine type, then
tij denotes the processing time of an operation i on one of
the machines of machine type j. The existence of alternative
machine types for an operation is because of a partial overlap
in terms of operations the machine types can perform. This is
especially evident in industries where the process technology
is evolving continuously [29]. The kind of production system
considered here is similar to the multi-cell flexible manufacturing system of MacCarthy and Liu [31], and to the generic
description oran FMS given by Jaikumar and Van Wassenhove
[23] which according to them is in widespread use.
We assume that a batch of part types and their associated
production quantities have already been determined for immediate processing. In terms of Stecke's [41] decomposition
scheme these two problems correspond to part type selection
and production ratio. The selection of part types into hatches is
generally based on profit margins, due dates, processing time
requirements, or some other appropriately defined criterion.
For example, if meeting due dates is very important to a
company, then part type selection is carried out in such a way
that most of the due date requirements are satisfied. In fact, due
dates is the most common criteria used in part type selection
and a number of mathematical models have been proposed for
it (see [21], [25]). Detailed sequencing and scheduling follows
the loading problem [23], [28], [45]. With this approach, the
part types are partitioned into batches and once the processing
of a batch commences, there is no preemption, i.e., the batch
has to be processed completely. On completion of the batch,
the machines are set up for the next batch and the tools that
are no longer needed are replaced with tools required for the
next batch.

Once the part types have been selected for processing, the
next step in the planning process is to carry out an assignment
of the necessary operations and tools amongst the various
machines, i.e., the loading problem. Because of batching, one
can assume that all selected part types for the next batch will
be available for processing at time zero. With this background,
the loading problem can be formulated as the following 0-1
mixed integer program:

P:

v(P)

= minT
s.t.

(1)

'V..7
'2""'t··x<T
~ 'J 'J -

(2)

iEl j

2=

Xij

= 1 'Vi

(3)

jEJi

.2=

aijXij

:S bj

(4)

'Vj

iElj
Xij

= 0 or 1

T? 0

'VjJi ,

'Vi E I

(5)
(6)

where
Xij is a 0-1 decision variable that has value 1 if operation i
is assigned to machine type j, and 0 otherwise,
T is the makespan to be minimized.
The objective function (I) and constraint (2) define the
makespan T, the maximum completion time of all the operations. In other words, this objective minimizes the total
production time, which is an effective surrogate for maximizing the system productivity and utilization of the machines.
Minimizing makespan is one of the most important criterion
[8], especially when dealing with numerically controlled (NC)
machines. In the face of increasing global competition, many
firms using FMS are adopting the Just-in-Time manufacturing
philosophy, and minimizing makespan in such an environment
will lead to reductions in manufacturing lead times and safety
stocks for downstream operations. This objective function has
also been used by Flanders and Davis [10] in scheduling
FMS at Caterpillar, Inc., and by Kim and Yano [24]. Thus,
with the above loading objective, one can effectively carry
out the actual sequencing and scheduling of the operations
to reduce the machine idle time. Constraint (3) specifies that
each operation can be assigned to only one machine type. Constraint (4) is the tool magazine capacity limitation. Integrality
and nonnegativity of the decision variables are imposed by
constraints (5) and (6), respectively. The above formulation
balances the workload among the different machine types by
exploiting the inherent flexibility of the system in terms of
operation assignment.
Our model does not consider tool overlap, as mathematical
consideration of all possible overlap amongst the various
operations can result in an enormous number of nonlinear
terms even for a relatively small problem size (see [38],
[41] for details). Confounding this problem further, is the
requirement that the saving in tool slots depend upon the
physical placement of the tools in the tool magazine. Thus,
consideration of tool overlap will result in a complex nonlinear
mixed integer program which is quite difficult to solve to
optimality [4]. In all likelihood, the problem would become
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difficult from a computational perspective, which may limit its
utility from a practical standpoint. On the other hand, ignoring
tool overlap provides for redundancy for certain tool types,
which can be useful during tool breakage, a major cause of
quality problems in FMS [23]. A growing number of new
FMS are now being run unattended for one or two shifts a
day and multiple copies of some tool types is essential, if
the useful life of the tools is less than the unattended period
of operation. In addition, disregarding tool overlap adds to
flexibility in assigning multiple copies of tools to balance the
workload among the machines at scheduling stage [21].

III. HEURISTIC SOLUTIONS
In this section we propose three algorithms to solve the
problem P. These algorithms are a Lagrangian based heuristic
[9], and two tabu search based heuristics [12]. Since the
solution obtained from these heuristics may not be optimal, a
reassignment procedure (or a slight variant of it) is used by all
three heuristics to improve upon it. This procedure is described
next, as it will be referred to in subsequent discussion.
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hard combinatorial problems can be viewed as having a
special structure (easy to solve) complicated by a set of
difficult constraints. A relaxation of such a problem produces a
Lagrangian problem which capitalizes on the special structure
of the problem, by moving the set of difficult constraints
into the objective function through a vector of Lagrangian
multipliers. The resulting Lagrangian problem is solved using
an efficient and specialized algorithm. The optimal value of
the Lagrangian problem bounds the original objective value
(in our case a lower bound on v(P)). Therefore, to develop
such a heuristic, we relax constraint sets (2) and (3), with
multipliers IL E R~I and Jr E Rill respectively. The reason
for choosing this way of relaxing P, is that the resulting
problem then separates into III knapsack problems (to be
shown later), which can then be easily solved to optimality
using a pseudopolynomial algorithm [34]. We thus have:

LRPIL,Jr:

v(LRP/l"r) = minT(l-

+

L I: (lLj t

This procedure accepts any feasible solution as input and
attempts to improve upon it (by reducing its makespan) by reassigning some of the operations from the machine type having
the largest total processing time to other machine types capable
of performing the relevant operations. It is an adaptation of an
improvement scheme described in [16] and is outlined next.
be the set of operations currently assigned to machine
Let
type j, then the complete REASSIGNMENT can be described
as
Step 0: Initialize. Let T j = EiElA tij and

It

s.t.

bj = bj - EiElA aij, Vj E J.
J
Find jo E 1 such that Tjo = rnaxjEJ{Tj

It.

t ijo ;

IA
= IA\{i}'
Jo
Jo
'
b jo = b jo

+ aijo;

L Jri

Tj = Tj

(4), (5), and (6).

(7)

ILj

:?: 0 Vj E 1,

i.e., V (LRP/l,7r ) is a lower bound on v(P), and the best choice
of IL and Jr can be obtained by solving the Lagrangian dual
with respect to constraint (2) and (3), i.e.,

LD:

v(LD) = maxv(LRP/l,7r)

s.t.

ILj

:?: 0 Vj

(8)

E J.

(9)

}.

Find any operation i E
and machine type
j E l i ,j i= jo, such that T j + tij < Tjo and
aij :::: bj .
If step 2 was successful then reassign operation
i from machine type jo to j,
Tjo = Tjo -

+

From the Lagrangian duality theory for integer programming
[11], we have,

J

Step 3:

ij - Jri)Xij

iEl

A. Procedure REASSIGNMENT

Step 1:
Step 2:

LlLj)
JEJ

+ tij:

IA
= IA U {i}'
J
J
'
b j = b j - aij:

Go to step 1
Else stop (no more improvement possible).

As can be seen there is only a nonnegativity restriction on T
in LRP fL,7r, and if E jEJ ILj > 1, then T is unbounded from
above and LRP fL,7r is unbounded, and therefore, V (LRP/l,7r )
is -00. This is because LRP fL ,7r is a minimization problem
and the coefficient of T in (7) becomes negative. On the other
hand, if E jEJ ILj :::: 1, then the optimal value of T in the
relaxed problem LRP fL,7r will be zero and LRP fL,7r then
decomposes into LRPjfL,7r for each machine type .j,

LRPjfL,7r:

v(LRPjll,7r) = min

L (ILAj -

Jr;)Xij

(I 0)

iElJ

It is important to note that this is just an improvement 'scheme
and the quality of the final solution depends upon the initial
feasible solution.

s.t.

"
'.... a"'-"
Loti
~J..(/'tJ
Xij

B. Heuristic I
Lagrangian relaxation and subgradient optimization will be
used to develop an effective heuristic (Lagrangian heuristic)
for the solution to problem P. Lagrangian relaxation has been
successfully applied to several combinatorial optimization
problems (see for example [9], [11]), after Held and Karp
[17], developed a highly successful algorithm for the traveling
salesman problem using this technique. In general, many

<
- b·
)

= 0 or 1

V·i E Ij.

(II)
(12)

Thus, the Lagrangian relaxation problem LRP fL,7r reduces
to LRPjfL,7r' a single constraint 0-1 knapsack problem for
each machine type j, which can then be easily solved by
dynamic programming or branch and bound [34]. In fact, we
can replace EjE.! ILj :::: 1 with E jEJ tLj = 1, without affecting
v(LD), because of the following fact. If E jEJ ILj :::: 1, then in
LRP fL,7r, T should be chosen as small as possible and since
there is only a nonnegativity constraint on T, the optimal value
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of T is zero, and therefore, the coefficient of Mj in LD (a
maximization problem) is L-iEIJ tij, which is nonnegative.
(However, for a given solution, the actual makespan in P can
be computed by finding maXjEJ{L-iEIJ tijXij}. Therefore, to
obtain the optimal value of the Lagrangian relaxation dual
LD, one should restrict the multipliers Vi to be nonnegative
and L-jEJ Mj = 1 (a projection method is used to enforce this
restriction and is described later on).
Since v(LRPJ.!,7r) is concave, and piecewise linear, an
important issue in Lagrangian relaxation is the magnitude of
the duality gap i.e., v(P) - v(LD). Generally, when some
variables are required to be integral there is a duality gap
present most of the times, which implies v(LD) < v(P).
Moreover, when a duality gap is present, we do not achieve
the global optimum of the original problem. However, v(LD)
does provide a bound on v(P) at least as strong as the
LP-relaxation of P, since LRP /l,1f does not possess the
integrality property as defined in [11]. The integrality property
indicates that the optimal valu~ of LRP /l,1f is not altered by
dropping the integral restriction on its variables. Determination
of a good set of multipliers plays a pivotal role in deriving
bounds by Lagrangian relaxation. Subgradient optimization
[18] and other multiplier adjustment methods [3], have proven
to be efficient methods of updating the multipliers. Multiplier
adjustment methods are heuristics that effectively utilize the
special structure of a particular problem, whereas the subgradient method is a fairly standard approach for solving the dual
problem. We use the subgradient optimization technique to
solve LD. An overview and theoretical convergence properties
of the sub gradient optimization algorithm is given in [18].
Starting with an initial set of multipliers, each iteration of
the subgradient optimization procedure requires solving the
Lagrangian relaxation LRP /l,1f which involves solving 111
single constraint 0-1 knapsack problems each having at most
III variables, and then updating the multipliers. It is important
to note that the subgradient direction is not necessarily an
ascent direction, therefore, v(LD) may not increase at each
iteration, however, if the step size (a scalar that specifies the
extent of movement in the gradient direction) is sufficiently
small the new solution obtained is closer to the optimal one.
After each update of the Lagrangian multipliers, a projection
is made to enforce L-jEJ Mj = 1. Held, Wolfe and Crowder
[18] have designed a very simple procedure to accomplish this
projection, which is outlined next.
Let 71 = M + er, where and r be the step size and the
subgradient vector respectively, then for a given 71 E !R~I we
need to find a vector M, such that 1M - 7112 is minimum and
satisfies the condition L,jEJ Mj = I, which mathematically
involves solving the following problem:

e

e

where

/3=
and
. _

J0

Mj = max(71j -

/3,0)

~

{ '. 7Ij+l

max J.

+ ... + 7IIJI
111 _ j

- 1

_}

> J..l j

.

Let MO and ?fo denote the initial set of multipliers. Initially,
we set M~ = 1/111 \:Ij E J, and since tij ::;. 0 for all
(ij), the solution x = 0 is optimal in LRP /l,1f for any
?f, ~ Mjt ij , for all (ij), therefore, a good choice for ?fo
is, ?f? = minjEJi {M~tij} \:Ii E I. An attempt is made to
generate a feasible solution to problem P at every iteration
of the subgradient optimization algorithm. Also, it is easy to
see that T is bounded from above by maXjEJ{L-iElj tij}'
The complete subgradient procedure for solving problem P is
summarized below:
Step 0:

Initialize. k = 0; (iteration counter)
).k = 2;
Let M7 = 1/IJI \:Ij E 1.
Let ?ff = minjEJ, {M]tij} \:Ii E I.
v(p)UB = maXjEJ{L-iEIJ tij}.
v(p)LB = O.

Step 1:

Step 2:
Step 3:

Step 4:

Step 5:
Step 6:

Step 7:

Step 8:

Let the coordinates of 71 be ordered such that 711 ~ 712 ~ ...
71IJI' then in the subgradient procedure, M is modified as

-

Solve LRPjJ.!k,7rk for a given Mk and ?fk, for
each machine type j E J and obtain
v( LRPJ.!k ,7rk)' Thls gives us the lower bound
v(p)LB. Update the lower bound and ).k,
if necessary.
If V(p)UB = v(p)LB, then stop; we have an
optimal solution.
Compute the subgradient vectors q,k and rk
as follows:
CP~ = 1 - L-jEJ, Xij \:Ii E I,
r7 = L-iElj tijXij \:Ij E 1.
If CP~ = 0 \:Ii E I, then go to step 5. Otherwise,
apply procedure RESTOREFEASIBILITY, in
an attempt to generate a feasible solution for
P, based on the current solution. Update
v(p)UB accordingly.
Compute the step size by,
k = ).k(u(p)UB - v(LRPf.hk,7r k ))/IIq, k I12 + Ilrkl12.
Update?f and It as,
?fk+1 = ?fk + gkcpk \:Ii E I
I1,J+1 = ~ax(M7 -~ ekr] - ~k, 0) \:Ij E 1.
If the iteration count has exceeded the limit,
then go to step 8. Otherwise set k = k + 1
go to step 1.
Apply procedure REASSIGNMENT to improve
the best feasible solution obtained for P.

e

e

We start with an initial ). 0 = 2 and halve it, whenever the
lower bound has failed to increase within 15 consecutive
iterations. The algorithm is terminated after 100 iterations or
when the difference between the feasible solution value and
the lower bound is less than 1 (applies only when all tiy'S are
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integers). This step size reduction does not guarantee global
convergence, but performs well with respect to the bound
obtained and the computational effort required. Additionally,
if the performance after several iterations of the subgradient
optimization is not satisfactory, a branch and bound embedding
Lagrangian relaxation will be necessary.

C. Procedure RESTOREFEASIBILITY
At each iteration of the subgradient optimization algorithm,
the solution is either feasible with respect to the original
problem P or infeasible. Infeasibility may be due to multiple assignments for some operations or operations with no
assignment. Procedure RESTOREFEASIBILITY is a greedy
approach and is an attempt to restore feasibility with respect
to problem P. Since none cif the tool magazine constraints are
violated. restoring feasibility amounts to eliminating mUltiple
assignments and assigning the unassigned operations to the
machine types with available tool magazine capacity. Our
computational experience shows that the number of operations
violating constraint (3) is small and feasibility can be restored
most of the time using this procedure. Since this approach
takes only a minimal effort, it is used at every step of the
subgradient optimization method and is described next.
Let I' = {i E I: L.jEJi Xij > I} be the set of operations
with multiple assignments and 1° = {i E I: L.jEJi .Tij = O}
be the set of operations with no assignment. Further let If =
{i E I: Xij = I} Vj E J, procedure RESTOREFEASIBILITY firs.t removes all operations with multiple assignments,
in a way that attempts to reduce the current makespan by
the maximum, and then assigns sequentially the unassigned
operations to a machine type (with enough available tool slots),
that results in a minimal increase in the makespan
Step 0:

Initialize. Let

Step 1:

Step 2:

= L.iEIA tij and

= b j - L.;EIA a,j

that
Step 3:

Tj

V.J E J.
J
If I' = 0, then go to step 4
(no multiple assignments),
Else let Tj(l) ~ T j (2) ~ ••• ~ Tj(IJI) and k = 1.
If I' n IA
;f. 0, then find in E I' n I JA(I) ,such
J(I')
bj

tioj(l)

= maxiEI'nIA

{tij(I)}'

J(I' )

Else k = k + 1, and go to step 2.
Remove operation io from machine type j (k) ,
and update I', if necessary

Ill) = I j1k) \{i o }; bj(k) = bj(k) + aioJ(I);
Go to step l.
Step 4: If 1° = 0, then stop (feasibility restored).
= {j E J;: aij ::; bj } Vi E 1°.
Else let
If
= 0 for any '1 E 1°, then stop (no feasible
solution generated).
Step 5: . Find j (i) E
such that
Tj(i) + tij(i) = minjEJc {Tj + tij}
Vi E 1°.
Step 6: Find io E 10, such that

Jf

Jf

if,

I

Step 7:

+ tioj(io)

+

= miIliEIO{Tj(i)
tij(i)}'
Assign operation '1 0 to machine type j ( i o ),

Tj(io)

and update
[0

= [O\{i o };

Go to step 4.

bj(;o)

= bjUo )

-

aiojUo);
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D. Heuristic 2
Heuristic 2 is based on the tabu search (TS) method developed by Glover [12], [13]. It is an adaptive procedure and
can be superimposed on any local improvement technique.
At each iteration of the algorithm certain search directions
or moves are forbidden (tabu) to avoid cycling and getting
trapped at a local optimum. It has been successfully applied to
a variety of combinatorial problems, e.g., traveling salesman
[32], quadratic assignment [44], vehicle routing [15], graph
coloring [19], bin packing [14], scheduling [2] and in functional synthesis of digital systems [1]. In fact, tabu search
has given better solutions than what was known before, for
some test problems (generally difficult to solve) for quadratic
assignment problem [40] and bin packing [14].

E. Basic Principles of Tabu Search
The TS algorithm starts with an initial feasible solution
and moves successively to the best neighboring solution not
visited before, to avoid being trapped in a local optima. The
best neighboring solution need not always be better than the
current one. Since, it is difficult to keep track of all previous
solutions a common procedure is to keep track of all the
modifications or moves carried out on a solution. Reversal
of such moves is forbidden and are recorded on the tabu
list (also called the short term memory). A move remains
tabu only for a certain number of iterations as indicated by
the length of tabu list. In principle. restricting new moves to
only nontabu moves reduces the the risk of cycling, but can
also result in rejecting some worthwhile moves (and hence
solutions not visited yet). To prevent this, an aspiration level
function is used to override the tabu status of a move, if the
move is considered good enough by the criterion implicit in
the function. Thus, an admissible move is either a nontabu
move, or a tabu move satisfying the aspiration criterion.
Intensification (extensive search in a promising region of the
solution space) and diversification (investigating other regions
of the solution space) of the search process are typically
achieved by incorporating intermediate term and long term
memory functions in the algorithm. Finally, the algorithm
is terminated when a solution found is close enough to a
good lower bound to the given problem (if available) or upon
reaching a selected cutoff point. Since a good lower bound is
not readily available for the problem under consideration, we
terminate the algorithm when the best solution has. not been
updated for consecutive max_iter iterations, generally chosen
as a function of problem size. In this study, max_iter is set at
3111 based on trial runs.

F. Tabu Restrictions and Diversification
Tabu restrictions are imposed to exclude moves which will
bring the search process back to a solution visited before.
A tabu restriction forbids an operation i being reassigned to
machine type j to which it was assigned earlier until the
short term memory has expired. This restriction is imposed by
creating a III x IJI matrix called tabu_time, where the (ij)th
element of the matrix contains the iteration number at which
operation i was moved from machine type j. Tabu restriction
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is thus enforced if

tab·u_timeiJ

+ tabu_size 2:

currenLiteration_no

where tabu size is the size of the tabu list. The size of the
tabu list is -critical for the success of the algorithm. Some
applications have found the best value to lie between 5 and
12, clustered around 7, while others have found this value
to depend on problem size and structure. A small value of
tabu size may permit cycling, whereas a large one may not
help -the search process, but will increase the computational
time. Recent applications have suggested a dynamic short
term memory to be more robust [14], [44]. Our procedure
uses dynamic short term memory size in a random fashion to
integrate the intensification and diversification strategies. The
tabu_size is computed as follows:

tabu_size = uniform ( tabu_min, tabu_max)
where tabu min and tabu max are the minimum and maximum size of the short term-memory, and uniform is a function
that returns a random integer distributed uniformly between
the limits. In addition, tabu _size is changed randomly during
the search process after every two tabu_max iterations. The
tabu list parameters tabu_min was set at four and tabu_max
at 14.
As mentioned before, the tabu restrictions, if applied as
described above may result in rejecting some good moves.
An aspiration level function is used to provide an added
flexibility in overruling the tabu restriction of a move. The
tabu restriction of a move is overridden, if the aspiration level
is attained. A simple aspiration level function often used is to
override the tabu status of a move, if it results in an objective
value strictly better than the best value obtained thus far. We
have adopted an aspiration level function that overrides the
tabu status of a move, if it results in a better objective value
than the best value obtained when the move was made tabu.
This condition does not require that the move result in a new
best solution.
Diversification of the search process is important in finding
good solutions to large problems. To achieve this, long term
memory function is used to force the search process to visit
regions not yet explored. It is normally activated after some
initial period of search, in our case after the first III iterations.
This memory function is problem dependent and can be
implemented in a variety of ways. In this application we
have implemented the penalized frequency method. It uses
a matrix freq whose (ij)th element indicates the number of
times an operation i has been reassigned from machine type j.
This method is designed to create a bias against frequently
executed moves. Diversification strategy is activated only
when there is no admissible improving move, i.e., local region
has been sufficiently· explored. An adjusted processing time
t~j is computed for each (ij) by appending a penalty to its
processing time iij, i.e.,

t;j =

tij

+ 'Yfreqij'

where 'Y is a constant penalty parameter set at two (based on
the initial trial runs). The best nonimproving move is chosen
based on t;j instead of tij.

The efficient selection of the best move at each iteration
is critical for the success of the algorithm and this depends
on the solution space and move mechanism used. Let D be
the feasible solution space for problem P, then for a given
solution wED, its neighborhood Dw is defined as the set
of all feasible solutions generated from W by reassigning any
operation i E I, from its current assignment to machine type
j to another machine type j'. This gives a neighborhood size
of O(IIIIJ - 11), however, as we will show later, we generate
a relatively small set of these moves that are likely to be
superior.
In searching for the best move from a solution wED to an
admissible solution in D w ) we first try to see if an improving
move (one that reduces the current makespan) is possible. This
is achieved by reassigning one of the operations currently assigned to the machine type having the largest total processing
time to another machine type such that the makespan reduces,
provided that machine type has enough empty tool slots in
its tool magazine to carry out the operation. This procedure is
similar to the reassignment procedure described before, except
we consider only the admissible moves, i.e., nontabu moves
or tabu moves that satisfy the aspiration level criterion. In
case an improving move is not possible we move to the
nonimproving phase of the: search process and reassign an
admissible operation from its cun'ent assignment to another
machine type that causes the makespan to increase by the
least amount. It is possible that such a move may not result
in increasing the current makespan. We also use an adjusted
processing time j (which incorporates a diversity measure
using a frequency-based long-term memory function), instead
of tij in selecting a nonimproving move. Because of the
inherent flexibility of an FMS in terms of operation assignment
(due to machine capability), a feasible solution to the loading
problem can be found most of the time using the following
modified earliest completion time heuristic [22]

t:

Step 0:
Step 1:

Initialize. Let T j = 0 Vj E J, and
J{ = J i Vi E I.
If I = 0, stop (all operations have been
assigned).
Else let
== {j E J{: aij :;; bj } Vi E I.
If
= 0 for any i E I, then stop
(no feasible solution found).
Find j(i) E Jp, such that
Tj(i) + tij(i) = minjEJ? {Tj + tij}
Vi E I.
Find io E I, such that

JP

Step 2(a):
Step 2(b):

Tj(i o )

JP

+ tioj(io)

= miniEI{Tj(i)

+ tij(i)}'

Step 3:

Assign operation io to machine type j Cio)
and update
Tj(io) = Tj(io) + tioj(i o );

Step 4:

I = 1\ { i o }, and go to step 1.

bj(io)

= bj(io) - aioj(io)'

However, in case the above heuristic yields an infeasible solution, one can easily solve {max "E-iEI "E- jEJi Xij: "E-jEJi Xij 2:
1 Vi E I, (4) and (5)}, using Lagrangian relaxation to get
J{ and then proceed with the above algorithm.
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF ALL THREE HEURISTICS

Problem Problem Size LB
No
/1/
/11
1
5
20
37
2
39
3
55
50 112
4
5
110
6
122
7
10
50
58
8
56
9
54
10
75
78
11
80
12
86
13
100 113
101
14
15
107
16
15
75
49
17
54
18
51
19
100
72
20
12
21
74
22
125
85
23
88
24
82
25
20
100
51
26
53
27
49
28
125
69
29
68
30
67
31
150
81
32
76
33
80
34
25
100
45
35
42
36
47
37
125
55
54
38
39
56
40
150
63
41
69
42
61
Ill. Number of machme types
III: Number of operations
LB: Lower bound on viP), from

Makespan(CPU time
Heuristic 2
Heuristic 1
46 (0.25)
43 (0.08)
43 (0.21)
43 (0.04)
70 (0.26)
64 (0.05)
127 ( 0.77) 131 ( 0.41)
120 ( 0.69) 121 ( 0.47)
133 ( 0.62) 133 ( 0.47)
12 ( 1.28)
10 ( 0.89)
66 ( 1.64)
64 ( 1.38)
63 ( 1.60)
62 ( 1.46)
86 ( 2.07)
84 ( 1.93)
93 ( 2.09)
89 ( 2.41)
98 ( 2.26)
100 ( 2.09)
126 ( 3.47) 123 ( 6.09)
123 ( 3.22) 120 ( 5.15)
118 ( 3.31) 119 ( 6.06)
60 ( 5.31)
59 (5.02)
69 ( 3.46)
65 (5.51)
65 ( 4.10)
61 (4.49)
87 ( 5.59)
83 (1.13)
88 (5.71)
84 (10.25)
85 (6.37)
83 (1.24)
95 (9.46)
93 (15.86)
100 (12.30)
98 (11.52)
90 (1.83)
89 (15.23)
60 (12.06)
59 (9.84)
64 (10.62)
63 (14.05)
60 (9.39)
58 (16.11)
84 (15.21)
80 (26.67)
78 (14.36)
79 (24.96)
81 (13.84)
77 (23.43)
89 (19.36)
88 (32.87)
92 (21.53)
86 (30.76)
92 (15.52)
89 (32.74)
54 (24.42)
54 (12.79)
55 (16.04)
50 (19.88)
57 (20.82)
56 (19.82)
71 (17.63)
67 (29.75)
64 (22.73)
63 (31.71)
72 (19.80)
66 (29.72)
76 (31.38)
72 (56.38)
80 (29.60)
80 (48.90)
77 (43.88)
77 (44.98)

in sec)
Heuristic 3
43 (0.11)
43 (0.10)
63 (0.11)
124 (0.70)
119 (0.68)
131 ( 0.81)
61 ( 1.63)
63 ( U18)
61 ( 1.76)
84 ( 3.26)
88 ( 3.11)
97 ( 3.410)
122 ( 1.06)
120 ( 6.52)
117 (6.80)
58 (5.83)
64 (5.90)
58 (5.79)
82 (11.95)
84 (10.47)
83 (15.53)
91 (30.17)
96 (17.34)
89 (21.75)
58 (24040)
62 (21.55)
59 (18.68)
79 (31.89)
77 (53.60)
76 (27.81)
81 (60:18)
86 (38.16)
89 (45.58)
53 (30.32)
51 (21.08)
55 (23.08)
67 (33.06)
62 (55.28)
66 (69.11)
70 (65.59)
79 (64.21)
76 (7UI8)

Heuristic 1

H. Heuristic 3
This heuristic is similar to Heuristic 2, however, it uses a
hash function to control the tabu restrictions and diversification
of the search process. Woodruff and Zemel r46] have proposed
a novell approach of using the hash function within the TS
framework to avoid cycling. Hashing is an important class of
search methods in computer science, and is conceptually simple to implement and efficient for certain kinds of problems.
A detailed description of the different kinds of hash functions
and their use within the TS procedure is given in their paper.
Using the hashing scheme, each solution w E [2 is mapped
onto the hash list of size rn, by computing some arithmetic
function h (also called the hash function), of w. In other words,
h(w) maps the solution space [2, onto the integers one through
rn. Ideally one would wish to design and use a hash function
which transforms each solution into an unique integer, but

this is difficult to achieve due to the combinatorial nature of
our problem. Two of the most desirable properties of a hash
function h are its efficient computation and that it minimize
the number of collisions. A collision occurs when two or
more different solutions are mapped onto the same integer.
Since the solution space [2, is usually much larger than the
hash list, many different solutions may be mapped onto the
same integer. A collision resolution technique is then required,
to resolve these collisions. Before hashing the solutions, we
carry out a preconditioning process, where a given solution
w E [2, is assigned a solutiOTLkeyW) which can then be easily
manipulated by the hashing function. The solution key for
wEn is defined as:
sol'ldiorLke:l/w =

L L

ZijXij

iEI jEJi

where

Zij

=

unU'oT7n(l, LARGE_INTEGER) which re-
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AVERAGE

LB PG

AND

TABLE II
CPU TIME FOR

Problem Size

IJI
5
10

15

20

25

IJI:
III:

Average LBPG
Heuristic 1 Heuristic 2 Heuristic 3
20.62
14.29
13.67
20
11.99
50
10.50
8.76
13.66
50
19.55
16.60
10.97
14.26
10.16
75
10.74
9.82
100
12.25
20.13
16.87
25.89
75
14.70
14.23
100
19.31
8.23
125
11.72
9.77
17.64
20.28
17.04
100
15.68
13.72
125
19.11
150
15.31
11.02
10.60
100
24.08
19.40
18.74
125
25.39
18.78
18.16'
150
17.17
15.05
13.01
Number of machine types
Number of operations

III

turns a random integer distributed uniformly between 1 and
LARGEJNTEGER. It is important to note that each solution may not be assigned a unique solution key (although
as LARGEJNTEGER increases the probability of different
solutions having the same solution key decreases). We have
set LARGEJNTEGER to 99999, basedon the system's (IBM
3090) limitations. Utilizing the same move generation scheme
as in Heuristic 2, the solution key for a solution Wi E r.l w ,
generated from w by the reassignment of an operation i from
machine type j to jl can be easily computed as
solution_keyw' = solution_keyw

+ Zij'

-

Zij

If the distribution of solution keys is known, a hash function
can be developed which makes use of this distribution, however, when this information is not available, the hash function
can be computed using methods similar to those of generating
pseudorandom numbers. One of the most widely used and
simple hashing functions is the division method defined as

h(w) = solution_keyw mod m

+1

for some integer divisor m. The operator mod denotes the
modulo arithmetic system. This function gives a hash list size
of m. The best choice for m is a large prime number which
does not result in a biased use of the hash list. In practice, it
has been found that it is sufficient to choose m with no prime
divisors less than 20 [20]. Based on the system's (IBM 3090)
limitations, we have set m to 91813,. which meets the above
criteria. In summary, to effectively use the hashing function
within the TS procedure, we need to minimize collision of
two different solutions having the same solution key and two
different solution keys getting mapped onto the same integer
on the hash list.
The tabu restrictions and diversification of the search
process can be easily implemented by using the hash list
as described next. A move from solution w to Wi E I.l w is
admissible, if it is not present on the hash list, or if present on
the hash list meets the aspiration level criterion. An aspiration
level is defined for each solution_key encountered during the
search process, in a manner similar to the one described for
Heuristic 2. An admissible move from w to Wi E I.l w is either

ALL THREE HEURISTICS

Average CPU tim,~ (sec)
Heuristic 1 Heuristic 2 Heuristic 3
0.24
0.06
0.11
0.69
0.45
0.73
1.24
1.56
1.51
2.20
3.26
2.08
3.33
5.97
6.79
5.01
5.84
4.29
12.65
5.89
8.21
9.86
14.20
23.09
13.33
21.54
10.69
14.47
25.02
37.77
18.80
32.12
48.37
16.55
21.37
24.83
20.05
30.39
52.48
34.95
50.09
67.26

not present on the hash list, or if present on the hash list meets
the aspiration level criterion. Thus, aspiration level is used to
resolve the collision on the hash list. The selection of the best
move is essentially the same as that for Heuristic 2, except
the constant penalty parameter "( is set to zero, during the non
improving phase of the search process. The initial solution
for this heuristic is also obtained using the same procedure
as that for Heuristic 2.

IV. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
All algorithms were written in FORTRAN and run under
VMjCMS on an IBM 3090 computer. A set of computational
experiments were carried out to test the performance of each
heuristic. The problem data used in these experiments were
generated randomly, but systematically to capture the range
of different problems encountered in practice [27], [38]. For a
given problem size (number of operation and machine types),
the processing time tij for each operation i on machine type
j was generated from uniform (6, 30). Eighty percent of the
tool types require one tool slot, whereas the remaining twenty
percent require three tool slots. The number of tool slots aij,
required for an operation i on machine type j is computed
as L;f~l gl, where gl is the number of tool slots required
for tool l, and Lij is the number of tool types required
to carry out the operation, and is generated from uniform
(10, 30). In addition each operation can have up to four
optional machine types to process it. Finally, the tightness
of tool magazine capacity constraint was set at 0.60, i.e.,
bj = 0.60 L;iE'I) aij. The stopping criteria for all three
heuristics have been described before and are based on the
initial trial runs. Similar stopping criteria have been used
before for the solution of other combinatorial problem using
these techniques [12], [18]. Essentially, the algorithms are
terminated when there is very little or no possibility for the
best solution found to be updated.
Table I summarizes the results in terms of makespan and
the computational time (cpu seconds) obtained from all three
heuristics. The problem size (IJI and III) considered here
range from small to reasonably large for practical applications.
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Three replicates are reported for each case for a total of 42
problems. We feel that this set of test problems is sufficient
to illustrate the performance and complexity of all three
heuristics. The lower bound (LB) provided by the Lagrangian
relaxation can be used as a comparison base. From these
results, one can conclude that all three heuristics have provided
good quality solutions in a reasonable amount of cpu time.
However, TS based heuristics have provided better solutions
than the Lagrangian based heuristic. This can further be
demonstrated by computing a lower bound percentage gap
(LBPG) for all three solution approaches. A LBPG(.) for
heuristic (.) can be computed as

LBPG() = (v(P)(.) ~ LB)/ LB

* 100,

where v(p)(.) is the makespan from heuristic (.).
Table II gives the average value of LBPG and cpu time
over three replicates for each combination of IJI and IIIHeuristic 2 and 3 have produced significantly better quality
solution than Heuristic I, with Heuristic 3 (TS with hashing)
consistently outperforming the other two. The computational
effort required to solve these problems using the three heuristics is not much, although as the problem size increases,
Heuristic 3 requires considerably more effort than the other
two heuristics. This can be inferred by comparing the average
cpu time for all three heuristics in Table II. One of the reasons
why Heuristic 3 requires more time is the computation of
mod function (expensive to evaluate) several times during the
search process. It is important to remember that Heuristic 3
is also easier to implement than the other two heuristics, for
example Heuristic 2 (TS) requires fine tuning of some of its
parameter values (like tabu_size, 'Y, etc), whereas the Heuristic
3 uses hashing to control the tabu restriction and diversification
and frees the user of the need to specify these parameter values.
Performance of Heuristic I can be improved by embedding the
Lagrangian relaxation in a branch and bound procedure. Thus,
our computational results indicate that both the Lagrangian
and the TS-based heuristics have been able to provide good
results in a reasonable amount of time.

V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have developed effective heuristics for
solving the loading problem in FMS's and illustrated their
performance on a set of small to reasonably large practical
sized problems. Our computational experience suggests that
TS-based heuristics outperform the Lagrangian-based heuristic
and in particular TS with hashing was very effective in
controlling the tabu restrictions and diversification of the
search process. In addition, we feel that TS with hashing
is easier to implement than the other heuristics. For future
study, some of the solution techniques developed here can
be applied to more complex loading models as well as to
other planning subproblems. Furthermore, an interesting area
of research would be to combine batching and loading with
scheduling for specific FMS described in [31], and develop
efficient solution techniques to solve them.
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